English Building Room 304
The Podium & Projector

**SUMMARY**
You can display the podium components or personal devices (via cable or Apple TV) on the projector and the 2 TVs on the West wall. You can also display to here from the black wall plate by the TVs. And IF you have been given access, you can display the black AV cabinet components here.

**AUDI0 CONTROLS**
- **All inputs**: Use the knob to adjust.
- **PC & laptops**: right-click the volume icon in the lower right corner of your screen. Turn it up/down, or mute/unmute it.
- **Microphone**: Press the UNMUTE button. There is also a wireless mic in the white cabinet drawer.
- **Assistive Listening**: There is a headset in the drawer for people with a hearing disability. It wirelessly receives audio from the podium.

**DISPLAY OPTIONS**
Power the projector **ON/OFF**. Adjust the **VOLUME**, and **MUTE** the video, audio, or microphone. There are 6 **INPUTS**:
- **PC**: It’s in the podium. There is a USB port on the podium.
- **Apple TV**: You need a password for AirPlay use.
- **BluRay player**: The remote is in the cabinet.
- **HDMI/VGA**: Cables may be in the white cabinet drawer.
- **AV Cabinet**: Display the black wall plate by the TVs or an item from the black AV cabinet. But **first** select the source you want on the touch screen by the right-hand TV.

**PERSONAL DEVICES**
There are a few ways to display a personal device:
- **HDMI or VGA cable**: Locate a cable—they may be in the top drawer of the white cabinet. Plug your device into the plate on the podium top. You may also need to press your device’s function button for external displays, or go to the display settings to tell it to use the projector. You can make it mirror your device or be an extended desktop.
- **AirPlay on the Apple TV for iOS or OS X**: You can wirelessly display your Apple products if your device is AirPlay-enabled. From the lock screen (before the app screen) of an iPad or iPhone, swipe up. Then locate AirPlay and enter the passcode when prompted on the projector.

**NEED HELP OR PASSCODES?**
- **Call 333-6300**
- **Email atlas-rooms@illinois.edu**
- **Check the confirmation email from when you reserved 304**.